Predicting oligomeric assemblies: N-mers a primer.
Multi-protein complexes play key roles in many biological processes. However, since the structures of these assemblies are hard to resolve experimentally, the detailed mechanism of how they work cooperatively in the cell has remained elusive. Similarly, recent advances on in silico prediction of protein-protein interactions have so far avoided this difficult problem. In this paper, we present a general algorithm to predict molecular assemblies of homo-oligomers. Given the number of N-mers and the 3D structure of one monomer, the method samples all the possible symmetries that N-mers can be assembled. Based on a scoring function that clusters the low free energy structures at each binding interface, the algorithm predicts the complex structure as well as the symmetry of the protein assembly. The method is quite general and does not involve any free parameters. The algorithm has been implemented as a public server and integrated to the protein-protein complex prediction server ClusPro. Using this application, we validated predictions for trimers, tetramers (discriminating between dimer of dimers and 4-fold symmetry structures), pentamers and hexamers (discriminating between trimer of dimers, dimer of trimers, and 6-fold symmetry structures), for a total of 107 assemblies. For 85% of the multimers, the server predicts the complex structure within an average rms deviation of 2A from the full crystal. For complexes that involve more than one binding interface, the cluster size at each surface provides a strong indication as to which interface forms first. With improving scoring functions and computer power, our multimer docking approach could be used as a framework to address the more general problem of multi-protein assemblies.